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The 8-tallet complex – Copenhagen
Alfix has become part of the innovative and visionary residential and commercial 
construction, 8-tallet, in Copenhagen. The impressive complex consists of a residential 
area covering 50,000m² and a commercial area covering an area of about 10.000 m². The 
successful Danish firm of architects BIG designed the 8-tallet. The name of the building 
originates from its shape which is that of an edged figure of eight seen from above.  

Middelfart Sparekasse
The Middelfart Sparekasse bank has built a new spectacular domicile situated on the 
harbour in Middelfart. The building was designed by the prize winning architects of 3XN. 
The beautiful and unique roof structure is visible from a long distance and despite the 
high quality of its architectural design, the new building fits beautifully into the existing 
street environment. Exiting surprises also await people entering the building, among 
other things, in the form of skylights sending fine reflections from the sunlight along the 
large tiled floor laid and grouted using Alfix.
For the tiling job, Alfix Profix extra tile adhesive and Cerafill 20 wide joint grout in grey 
were used. For more info, click here. 

Skare Meat Packers - Vejen 
The modern food company, Skare Meat Packers, has built a new cold store. In that 
connection, Alfix was asked to deliver hard-wearing products suited for the harsh 
temperature conditions in the building:
Alfix 2K Sealing membrane, Letfix extra tile adhesive and Cerafill 10 grout in grey were 
used. For more info, click here.

Please visit alfix.com and select the References menu to see more exciting building projects which Alfix 

has been involved in: www.alfix.com

Lalandia – Billund
Alfix has delivered products for waterproofing and mounting tiles in bathrooms and 
changing rooms in the new popular Holiday Centre in Central Jutland. The Alfix products 
used for this project include:
Alfix 2K Sealing membrane, Letfix extra tile adhesive and the professional water and dirt 
repellent Cerafill 10 colour grout in pale grey.
For more info, click here.

The long, beautiful outdoor footpaths and terraces are covered with solid 
granite tiles which were initially primed with Alfix Primer and then laid 
with Alfix Profix extra tile adhesive.

The grout used is the flexible, rapid setting floor grout, Alfix Cerafill 15 quick, in black grey. 
For more info, click here.
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